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PRESS INFORMATION 
 

Dural at DOMOTEX 2017: Hall 7, Booth C51 
  
Young design and solid safety:  
Dural profiles for any floor covering 
 

 
They connect, they finish, they ensure safe walking, and last but not least, 
they create attractive eye-catchers: Profiles connect what is attractive with 
that which is safe. Manufacturer Dural will place its wide variety of profile 
systems for floor coverings in the spotlight at Domotex in Hannover from 14 
to 17 January 2017. 
 
With the “Duofloor” and “Duofloor LVT” premium systems, the full-range 
supplier has developed an aluminum profile with ultimate stability. The 
screwable, extra-flat structure can be used for floor covering heights from 3 to 
14 mm. It creates long-lasting attractive and safe end covers and smooth 
transitions between floor coverings of the same height.  
 
In addition, “Construct Square” represents the youngest generation of 
baseboards by Dural. Its modern rectangular cross-section and top-quality 
aluminum design blend in perfectly with all current furnishing trends. Practical: 
A depth of 10 mm provides room for any type of cable and the universally 
applicable corner piece can be used for inside and outside corners. 
 
“Domotex offers a unique forum to present our international experience in 
floor covering profiles,” says Michael Demeter, Sales and Marketing Manager at 
Dural. The focus of the presentation in Hannover is indeed on new innovations, 
yet exhibiting the entire product range, which with its nearly 2,000 articles 
impressively substantiates the claim of a full-range supplier, is equally 
important to the company. 
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In the profile product range, Dural places great emphasis on the subtle 
brilliance of the metal surfaces. Elegantly anodized, with a reflective shine or 
expressively brushed, they provide a high-quality impression. Also varied is the 
selection of materials or color schemes: From chrome to stainless steel, from 
gold to silver and from champagne to titanium, there is something fitting for 
any style of living. 
 
Contact:  Dural GmbH, Südring 11, 56412 Ruppach-Goldhausen,   
Phone 02602/9261-0, Fax: 02602/9261-50, Email: info@dural.com 
 
 
 

 

Premium system for pros: Using the stable, extra-flat 
“Duofloor” and “Duofloor LVT” profiles, you can 
elegantly connect different floor coverings with heights 
ranging from 3 to 14 mm.  
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“Construct Square” represents the youngest generation 
of baseboards by Dural. Its modern rectangular cross-
section and top-quality aluminum design blend in 
perfectly with all current furnishing trends. 
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About Dural 
Since 1981, Dural has been developing and producing profiles, systems and solutions. The 
company is represented in over 70 countries and on all five continents. With its selection of 
profiles for tiles, natural stone, parquet flooring, laminate and floor covering, Dural ensures 
perfect transitions, long-lasting protection and an attractive look on floors and walls. Shower 
channel systems and shower boards support the design of floor-level showers. And for 
waterproofing, insulation and/or decoupling floor design of outer and inner areas, Dural can 
provide the appropriate mat system.  
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